INTRODUCTION
This article refers to the modality in which the model of optimal length of paths in a graph can be applied or adapted to different situations in the military field, specifically in finding the optimal route between two locations using the algorithm for determining the optimal path length.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
To solve such problems, elements of graph theory are used, in particular algorithms to determine the optimal length of roads. In many practical problems we are faced with the situation to attach for each arc of the graph a number which could represent the travel time along the arc, the transport costs along the arc, the benefits, or the distance as in the problem bellow. Usually, in such a practical matter, the optimal path length (maximum and minimum) is required: the distance in time (as required), cost or capacity. We will consider that the associated graph to this problem doesn't have circuits, but it has an input node x 1 and an output node x n .
ELEMENTARY ALGORITHM (OF BELLMAN)
This algorithm is based on the principle of optimality of Bellman, meaning that any optimal policy consists in optimal subpolicies. According to this algorithm, to each node x i is attached a number d i representing the minimum length of paths from x 1 to x i measured as distance, cost, fuel consumption, distance in time, number of people in work / operation (download, upload), quantity of food required for crew between ports.
We consider d 1 = 0. Now, suppose that we want to find d l , where x l is the successor of nodes x i , x j and x k till where the numbers d i , d j and d k were already calculated. Then, the minimum length d l from x 1 to x l is determined by the formula
where c il , c jl and c kl are appropriate capabilities of the arcs (x i , x l ) (x j , x l ) and (x k , x l ).In the formula of d l we will underline in the parentheses the value for which the minimum is reached. After determining all the numbers d 1 , d 2 ,. . . , d n , the value of d l is the minimum length of the path from x 1 to x n and starting from x n to x 1 and reading the underlined nodes, we get the minimum path length. For a maximum length road we could proceed absolutely in the the same way, but we replace the minimum with the maximum [1], [2] .
APPLYING THE MODEL OF OPTIMAL LENGTH OF PATHS IN THE MILITARY FIELD
We will further illustrate how the model of optimal length of paths in a graph can be applied or adapted to different situations in the military field. Example: Determining the optimal route between two localities. We imagine that the commander of a military structure deployed in Iraq as part of a NATO mission (for establishing order and maintaining peace in the operational area), has to determine the optimal route (minimum) movement of a mobile subunit between the port Al Faw, located in South, bordering the Persian Gulf and the town of Dahuk, situated in the North. The commander of the military structure has been provided a map of the area where the operation is to be performed, shown in Figure 1 below. Using the data and information held by the unit management and the topographical measurements existant, the unit specialists were able to determine road distances between the target towns listed on the map. Also, the routes were chosen taking into account the security forces and means, knowing that terrorist attacks are commonplace. Based on this information, it is desired to determine how the movement should be organized between localities Al Faw and Dahuk so that the subunit reach in a short time the destination and pass through the town of Baghdad. Based on the map in Figure 1 and Tables 1 and 2 , we may draw the graph corresponding to the area of operations, represented like in Figure 2 : 
